Brainstorm of the Week: Summer project- fundraisers (Burgerville/Crush), “I am Safe Zone” viewing parties, update history page of website.

There is a Crush Trivia night coming up at Crush Wine Bar. It will be June 9th from 4-7 and is apocalypse theme. As always, a wrist band is $5, which registers you for trivia and gets you 15% off your order.

The draft of the By-Laws was reviewed. The by-laws are being changed to address the needs of the Safe Zone culture. Currently, there is no structure and Safe Zone chairs are all volunteer based. With the change, there will be a committed executive committee that will ensure the continuation of the Safe Zone program. There are two main chairs, the chair of the executive committee and a community events chair. This community events chair will help ensure the community and fun aspect of Safe Zone. The community events chair will still be a part of the executive committee. Both the executive committee and the community events committee will meet twice a month. This will create the opportunity for more allies and trainers to be involved. There is also an advisory board of people who helped found Safe Zone and perhaps previous chairs. The training and fundraising chairs will be elected by the executive committee but the executive chair and community events chair will be elected by the public.

There was a call to add a clear outline of responsibilities for each chair.

The idea of a chair retreat was presented, as well as a Safe Zone reconnect at the beginning of next year to get people up to speed of what’s going on.

Trainer shirts are being ordered and will be black with rainbow lettering on the arm.